


It is the explanation of the results for the second quarter of PARCO Co., 
Ltd. using the material with the cover page in color we have distributed 
to you.  



It is on consolidated results.  
The whole group centering on Parco performed strongly overall, resulted in 
an increase in net sales.  Both operating income and ordinary income 
exceeded our plan breaking the record high for 3 consecutive fiscal years.  
Consolidated net sales in the first half came in lower than the forecast, but 
higher YOY, because of the New Building and extension of Main Building of 
Fukuoka Parco, sales increase due to new locations such as Nagoya Parco 
midi, a smaller format, new openings of NEUVE A stores and higher order 
level at Parco Space Systems.  Net sales in the first half were 136.721 
billion yen, up 5.537 billion yen or 4.2% up YOY.
Operating income renewed its record high reaching 6.669 billion yen, up 
349 million yen or 5.5% YOY attributable to full contribution from New 
Building of Fukuoka Parco, efficiency improvement of operations of existing 
stores and sales increase of NEUVE A stores offsetting the repair and 
maintenance cost of Parco’s existing stores and one-off new store opening 
costs.  
Along with operating income, ordinary income increased to 6.602 billion 
yen, 272 million yen or 4.3% up YOY.  Net income went down to 3.422 
billion yen, 197 million yen or 5.4% down YOY due to loss on scheduled 
closure of Chiba Parco.  EBITDA was 9.683 billion yen, 564 million yen or 
6.2% up YOY.
Total assets at the end of the first half were 229.966 billion yen, which was 
up from the end of FY2014 by 3.135 billion yen due to an increase in 
tangible fixed assets associated with investments in new locations.  
Furthermore, to fund those investments, interest-bearing debt increased by 
2.6 billion yen.



It is on consolidated results by segment.  
We achieved an increase in net sales in all business segments.  
Especially we achieved an increase both in net sales and profits in Shopping 
Complex Business, Retail Business and Space Engineering and Management 
Business.



It is on consolidated SG&A expenses and capital spending.  
Because of our expansion, such as New Building and extension of Main 
Building of Fukuoka Parco, Nagoya Parco midi and NEUVE A new openings, 
SG&A increased by 861 million yen or 5.5% up YOY driven mainly by 
higher lease/rental and depreciation expenses.
Capital expenditure was 14.8 billion yen, up 9 billion yen YOY due mainly to 
this term’s portion of construction expenses for Sendai Parco New Building 
and payment for Fukuoka Parco New Building.



It is on non-consolidated results.  
They are closely linked with consolidated results.  Net sales increased 
thanks to new openings.  Operating income and ordinary income renewed 
their record highs for 3 consecutive years and 4 consecutive years in a row 
respectively.
Net sales were 123.232 billion yen lower than the forecast but higher YOY 
by 3.57 billion yen or 3% thanks to higher sales attributable to sales space 
expansion, such as New Building and extension of Main Building of Fukuoka 
Parco and Nagoya Parco midi as I mentioned earlier.
Non-consolidated net income in the first half resulted in 3.463 billion yen, 
down 123 million yen or 3.4% down YOY mainly due to loss on closure of 
operations associated with the closure of Chiba Parco although partially 
offset by gains from sale of marketable securities.



It is on full year forecasts for FY2015.  
Net sales forecast is 283.8 billion yen, up 5.2 % YOY although lower than 
the initial forecast, we revised up  operating income and ordinary income 
respectively to 12.9 billion, up 3.1% YOY and to 12.6 billion yen, up 0.8% 
YOY.  This will not change our target of achieving increases both in net 
sales and profits for 4 consecutive years as we mentioned in the past.  
Our net income target is 6.6 billion yen, up 4.9% YOY.
We revised non-consolidated forecast similarly.  With regards to dividends, 
we increased interim dividend per share by 1 yen to 10 yen per share 
which will increase annual dividend by 2 yen to 20 yen per share.



It is main topics in the first half in summary. 
In Shopping Complex Business, we had two openings to strengthen Parco’s 
core stores.  First one is Fukuoka Parco main building extension and the 
second one is a small format, Nagoya Parco midi.  Their appeal as news 
value and strong traffic attraction contributed positively to existing store 
base especially from the perspective of traffic increase. 
Second topic is strategic for the future.  First we submitted proposal to the 
Tokyo Metropolitan Government for urban planning of the Shibuya Parco 
area as a special urban renaissance district in June.  In July, we decided to 
open Kyoto Zero Gate, which is next to Daimaru Department Store on Shijo 
Street in Kyoto.  This will be our first opening of a shopping complex in 
Kyoto, targeting to open in spring, 2017.  In the same month of July, we 
announced closing of Chiba Parco scheduled for November 2016 judging in 
consideration of future investment needs, changes to commercial 
environment and outlook in the future.



Let me next go through main topics in Parco Group Businesses and Other.  
First, to expand Parco group businesses, NEUVE A Co., Ltd acquired a 
watch retail business in May with the aim of growing TiCTAC business, 
which allowed us to add 5 excellent locations in the center of Osaka’s 
commercial district.  
In July, we opened “& ecle”, directly managed restaurant with direct street 
access in Minami Aoyama, Tokyo.  We established Restaurant Business 
Development Group and opened a directly managed neo bistro casual 
French restaurant first as part of Parco’s proactive “dining initiatives”, a key 
theme of Parco’s efforts to offer lifestyle propositions.
In August, we agreed on business and capital alliance with Apparel-Web 
Inc. to collaborate on ICT strategy to support growth of our domestic retail 
businesses and on cross-border EC in anticipation of overseas businesses.  
We think we can benefit from each other leveraging tenants, retail shops 
and developers we mutually have.
Furthermore, we started “Booster”, our incubation cloud funding service in 
December last year.  We launched 12 Booster projects in this first half, all 
of which achieved investment target and moved on to the execution phase.  
We would like to garner trust with this purchase-type micro fund, showing 
people that business will actually launch if they work with Parco and our 
perspective in this business is to support creators who incubate businesses. 
That’s how we would like to make a steady progress in this area.  
Secondly, we received several awards for highly evaluated creativity work, 
which is our strength as I touched upon earlier.





Following pages include details of each business and new initiatives.
We are explaining the progress we are making in medium-term 
business plan in each business segment.



It is Parco Group 2020 Long-term Vision broken down to 3 business 
strategies and 5 tactics to drive our business growth.



Among them are Development Projects shown on this page.
This page illustrates our expansion and future plans.  



We are showing two facilities opened which are in Fukuoka and Nagoya 
being added to our locations. 
We had two openings to strengthen Parco’s core stores.  First one is 
Fukuoka Parco main building extension and the second one is a small 
format, Nagoya Parco midi.  Their appeal as news value and strong traffic 
attraction contributed positively to existing store base especially from the 
perspective of traffic increase. 



It is on Shibuya Parco development plan.  
We submitted a proposal with this design image of urban plan both to 
Shibuya Ward office and Tokyo Metropolitan government.  In light of 2020 
Long-term Vision, we are targeting to open in 2019.



In July, we decided to open Kyoto Zero Gate, which is next to Daimaru 
Department Store on Shijo Street in Kyoto.  
This will be our first opening of a shopping complex in Kyoto, targeting to 
open in spring, 2017.









It is inbound demand. 
In our case, each tenant processes duty free application, so how we 
measure the inbound demand is based upon transactions on foreign-issued 
credit cards such as China Union Pay card. 
Inbound sales based upon foreign-issued credit cards represent only 1.46% 
of sales in all Parco stores, but if we look at Shibuya Parco, share of net 
sales accounted for by foreign-issued credit cards increased by 55% in the 
first half to 9.9 % of total sales of Shibuya Parco.  
If we include duty-free shopping and cash payment, it should be around 
12-13% as we presume. 
To capture inbound demand, what we are doing is to communicate with 
public in Asian countries through influencers such as leading bloggers and 
SNS trying to spread the words about us.  
These measures have been working effectively shown in increase in 
inbound sales.  
By having influential people disseminate information about Parco, it should 
also contribute to attract tenants which are popular among foreign visitors.  
We continue to strengthen our efforts in this area.



It is our ICT & credit card policy.  We are trying to coordinate various 
services through leveraging ICT for our web and credit card strategies.  
We are focusing on these measures as you can see on this page in light of 
future shopping behavior of people and market changes.   
Online reservation and ordering function Kaeru Parco saw an increase of 
participating shops doubling from 52 at the beginning of the year to over 
100 now.  In the second half, we would like to increase participating shops 
more by adding new cross-border EC function responding to orders from 
overseas which were previously not supported.  
Another service linked with Kaeru Parco is Pocket Parco, which is our 
official smartphone app.  In March, we expanded shopping reward 
function to all 19 stores, which allowed us to visualize exact inventory list 
in specific units and specific store.  The number of “fav”ed for clicps 
exceeded 1 million in the first half.  As much as 60% of 37,000 users who 
“fav”ed 1 million clips actually made a purchase at stores.  By obtaining 
data of registered Parco Card holders thorough Pocket Parco, we are able 
to analyze customers’ shopping behaviors which we are beginning to 
utilize to improve our customer service and sales promotions.  
Another point to mention is the synergy between Pocket Parco and Parco 
card.  Our analysis shows that Parco card holders who register their Parco 
card information in Pocket Parco make twice as much purchase as regular 
Parco Card holders who do not have Pocket Parco app in the first half.  In 
other words, by linking Pocket Parco and Parco Card more closely, we will 
be able to increase both frequency of use and amount of purchase per 
customer, which turns our cycle positive to increase sales.  To enhance 
tenant staff customer service levels, we started store evaluation scheme 
where customers can give points depending on the level of service they 
experienced.  We are trying to use it to guide tenants for further customer 
service improvement.



NEUVE A Co., Ltd acquired a watch retail business in May with the 
aim of growing TiCTAC business, which allowed us to add 5 
excellent locations in the center of Osaka’s commercial district.  







In July, we opened “& ecle”, directly managed restaurant with direct street 
access in Minami Aoyama, Tokyo.  
We established Restaurant Business Development Group and opened a 
directly managed neo bistro casual French restaurant first as part of Parco’s 
proactive “dining initiatives”, a key theme of Parco’s efforts to offer lifestyle 
propositions.



In August, we agreed on business and capital alliance with Apparel-Web 
Inc. to collaborate on ICT strategy to support growth of our domestic 
retail businesses and on cross-border EC in anticipation of overseas 
businesses.  
We think we can benefit from each other leveraging tenants, retail shops 
and developers we mutually have.



We started “Booster”, our incubation cloud funding service in December 
last year.  
We launched 12 Booster projects in this first half, all of which achieved 
investment target and moved on to the execution phase.  
We would like to garner trust with this purchase-type micro fund, 
showing people that business will actually launch if they work with Parco 
and our perspective in this business is to support creators who incubate 
businesses. 
That is how we would like to make a steady progress in this area.  










